NYU Shanghai is recruiting Global Writing and Speaking Fellows for AY 22/23

Qualifications

- Bachelor's or master's degree within 3 years
- Diploma obtained by the end of May preferred, by July 2022 at the latest
- Excellent academic record and writing skills
- Tutoring/teaching experience preferred
- Willing to take initiative and share innovative ideas
- Good at communication, time management, and multitasking

APPLICATIONS DUE JAN. 9, 2022

For more information on the fellowship and how to apply, please visit our website:
https://shanghai.nyu.edu/Writing-Speaking-Fellows

If you have any questions, please email shanghai.writing.fellowship@nyu.edu

NYU Shanghai is the third degree-granting campus in NYU's global network, joining NYU in New York and NYU Abu Dhabi. It is a world-class, comprehensive liberal arts and sciences research university in the heart of Shanghai with half of the student body drawn from China and half from over 60 other countries.

The Global Writing & Speaking Fellowship provides unique opportunities to explore teaching, work closely with students and faculty, serve an international population, gain administrative experience, and enhance a developing university community both as a leader and community member. The primary responsibility of the Fellow is to provide academic support to NYU Shanghai students, including one-on-one tutoring consultations, new student orientation and in-class workshops, academic support for probation students, prospective student interviews, exam proctoring, etc. In addition, Fellows develop their leadership, project management, and intercultural communication skills by providing support to different departments through Institutional Enrichment Projects. The Fellowship also includes the opportunity to pursue a yearlong Scholarship Project on a topic of the Fellow's choice.

The Fellowship is designed for graduating college seniors and young professionals who have recently completed their academic study programs. Candidates must be gifted writers and must have received high distinction during their college and early professional careers. Candidates should also have a passion for education and wish to share this enthusiasm with high-achieving students. Experience teaching or tutoring writing is preferred. Evidence of initiative and judgment, as well as skill working with people from different cultural backgrounds is valued.